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Antonio Tajani, Vice-President of the EC in charge of Industry and Entrepreneurship, visited Peru on 23 January
2013. He made a speech on the business climate between Peru and the EU at the University of the Pacific in
Lima.
Only the original language version is authentic and it prevails in the event of its differing from the translated versions.
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10:00:05

Cutaways of the auditorium and audience at the
University of the Pacific, in Lima (3 shots)
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10:00:20

SOUNDBITE by Antonio Tajani, Vice-President of the EC
in charge of Industry and Entrepreneurship, (in SPANISH)
saying that the EU and Peru share values, share a
European language, share ideas, share a religion, share
many things and, as well, they share legal security; for
Peru it's very important to work in favour of industry; Peru
has grown by seven per cent - it's very important; all of
Latin America has grown but there isn't legal security in
every country so it's very important for the EU to sign
agreements with Peru.
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10:01:07

Cutaway of the audience
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10:01:12

SOUNDBITE by Antonio Tajani (in SPANISH) saying that
for the EU Delegation this government is a good
ambassador for Peru; the business people are there not
for trade but to build industrial policies to invest there, to
make joint ventures with Peruvian businesses; and in
Europe the doors are open to all Peruvian business
people who want to invest or do business in the European
Union.
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Cutaway of the audience
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10:01:54

SOUNDBITE by Antonio Tajani (in SPANISH) saying that
it's very important for them to work without leaving Europe
but to work outside the European Union; Latin America is
very important; this is the first time that a European Union
business delegation goes there; for a long time Europe
forgot about Latin America, working with Russia and
countries from the former Soviet Union but now it's very
important that there is a strategic change.
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Walking shot of Antonio Tajani outside, on the University
grounds
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